Psychopathy: Antisocial, Criminal, And Violent Behavior
Psychopathy remains one of the least understood personality disorders and one of the most intransigent to therapeutic amelioration. Better understanding of this disorder is not helped by its DSM definition, which specifies diagnostic criteria in terms of concrete antisocial behaviors rather than psychological dynamics. In a concerted effort to remedy this situation, this volume brings together a distinguished array of contributors to provide a comprehensive review of research on psychopathy—its nature, causes, and effects on the individual and society, as well as current management approaches.

Utilizing this book in writing a paper for graduate school, I found it to be very helpful and thorough. The foremost experts in antisocial personality disorders and psychopathy have collaborated to comment on everything from history and etiology, to recent developments in comorbidity and treatment. A must have for anyone interested in the subject.-Lee Cohen

Offers a wonderfully comprehensive collection of current theories and trends, but is (for the most part) "very" dry reading.

This book covers the puzzling subject of a lack of a conscience that is very in-depth, which attempts to analyze the problem without wholly depending on moral or theological considerations. I suggest
this reading for anyone who wishes to gain deeper insight into a most perplexing and troubling human matter.

Awesome book, especially the 10 subtypes. My ex-boyfriend is the "disengenouos psychopath." Literally every sentence of the description fit him, except one. And I probably would have seen the infrequent rages if I had stayed in the relationship.
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